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To succeed in today’s markets, close engagement should become the mainstay of the relationship 
between sales and marketing operations. ICT suppliers surveyed highlight their struggle to 
secure effective collaboration between these two sides of the same coin. Leaders want both 
disciplines to drive towards a common goal, but more often than not old habits force the growth 
engine to chug out of kilter and produce the same old outputs that don’t work anymore. 

ICT leaders must map out a new route to market. Sales and marketing strategies should be 
focussed on delivering outcomes instead of outputs, and also align with the perspectives of buyers. 

Larato’s research confirms that visibility across the sales and marketing functions is an essential 
success factor. This is particularly true for the 
many leaders who rate lead generation as 

a crucial competence. This #HelpMe guide presents a compelling 
case for developing sales and marketing strategies that run 
seamlessly in parallel and are aligned to a shared vision for revenue 
generation, turning conventional silos into relics of a bygone era. 

Introduction by Dr Lucy Green

About #HelpMe
Larato surveyed business leaders from all areas of the ICT 
buy and supply landscape about the challenges they face 
to thrive in today’s markets. The results prompted Larato 
to develop a series of structured #HelpMe guides based 
on resolving all of the challenges and issues highlighted 
by its research. Larato then invited some of today’s most 
talented industry commentators to drill into the research 
results and provide insightful perspectives that put a 
spotlight on the pressing need to activate transformative 
sales and marketing strategies.

Make no mistake,  
the future of business is now 

tied directly to whatever strategies 
and techniques work most 
effectively in a profoundly  

connected society
Dion Hinchcliff,  

Business strategy expert to Fortune 500  
companies and columnist for Information 

Week and ZDnet
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Dr. Lucy Green is a respected ICT business 
development specialist with a proven record for 
developing the potential of technology companies.    

Ian Hunter is Editor at Comms Business 
Magazine and runs the Comms Business 
Convergence Summit Expo Speaker Program.  

Jocelyn Lomer is the owner and MD of 
Cereno a service provision specialist for video, 
audio, web and collaboration solutions.

Chris Wood has worked within the IT sector 
for over 20 years and is now CIO at Sift, one of 
the UK’s leading digital media companies.   

Sue Tabbitt is a prolific business and technology 
writer for publications and web sites including The 
Telegraph, The Guardian and The VAR Magazine.  

Bryan Betts is a freelance journalist who has 
written for a wide range of publications, including 
The Register and Computer Weekly.

Adrian Bridgwater writes regularly for 
Computer Weekly and Cloud Pro, specializing in 
cross platform software application development.

Anna Britnor Guest has a successful IT sales 
record while her practice, Leading Edge Coaching, 
develops clients’ go-to-market and sales capabilities.

Bart Delgado is a business mentor and MD 
of Akixi Ltd that delivers Call Management and 
Call Centre reporting services through the cloud.

David Dungay is Deputy Editor of Comms Business 
Magazine and has a particular interest in emerging 
technologies across mobile and M2M markets.

Stuart Gilroy has produced a number 
of technology publications and is currently 
Editor of Comms Dealer Magazine.

Contributors to the #HelpMe series
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How are your sales people marketing, and, how are your 
marketing people selling?

by Adrian Bridgwater

We all know the story of the truly motivated post room worker who 
one day makes it to the top of the tree as company CEO.

The lesson for all of us here is that you don’t need to be defined by your own current skill set. 

Multi-layered businesses that operate on multi-platform channels across international markets 
on multiple time zones require business mavericks who are not afraid to cross boundaries.

Contemporary business demands this new workflow approach from the start even where openness 
to staff interoperability does not initially exist. You make 
your own opportunities – the post room guy did. 
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How are your sales people marketing, and, how are your 
marketing people selling?

by Adrian Bridgwater

In football analogy terms, we’re not asking every goalkeeper to become an attacking striker; but we 
are asking all players in the team to wear a decent pair of running shoes and have the ability to get 
up and go.

In more practical tangible terms, we are asking your sales people to start marketing and your 
marketing staff to start selling. These two disciples are close bedfellows and sales is a justifiable 
element of the so-called “marketing mix” anyway, so this shouldn’t be a big ask.
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How are your sales people marketing, and, how are your 
marketing people selling?

by Adrian Bridgwater

It goes further though, if you imagine that we are not asking your accountancy department to start 
selling then think again. 

Every business function employee has some level of contact with customers, partners, channel 
contacts and other elements of the supply and sales chain. This is a chance for them to exercise their 
commercial muscle, even the ones that didn’t know they had it. 

A firm today “broadcasts” its brand proposition every time it engages in a business interaction.

Business leaders need to create the opportunities for this 
interplay to develop and flourish. Connected business 
isn’t just about electronics and communications anymore, 
employee interconnectivity is the new telephone 
switchboard.
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Focus sales and marketing on outcomes, not outputs

by Ian Hunter

So, you have just spent a large proportion of your advertising budget designing and 
placing a series of advertisements for your company’s new product or service. You will be 
feeling satisfied that the adverts have attracted a good number of enquiries from potential 
customers and pleased that you have all the leads tracked back to individual adverts and the 
publications/media used. You, the marketing manager, can say to yourself, ‘Job done, I’ve hit 
my numbers so it’s over to you sales department!’
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Focus sales and marketing on outcomes, not outputs

by Ian Hunter

Except the sales results coming back are very disappointing. And the feedback from the sales people is even 
worse. Where they did get sales appointments, and they were surprisingly hard to get, customers were neither 
really keen on the product nor ready to buy. What’s gone wrong?

Well of course it could be any number of reasons, the product or the price for example. But it could also be 
related to the other two marketing P’s – Place and Promotion. Were the adverts placed in media that targets 
your typical customer profile? Did they appeal to purchasing drivers you know work for that audience – or 
were you advertising on price? The price of the advert that is!

Often we can get hung up on hitting key performance indicators; you have to produce so many leads, exhibit 
at trade shows, and gain so many column inches of editorial coverage, etc., etc. It’s all well and good hitting 
these numbers but have you hit ‘The Target’ in terms of the right type of customer? 
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Focus sales and marketing on outcomes, not outputs

by Ian Hunter

Marketing teams would I am sure be surprised and disappointed to learn that research from  
Larato indicates that 80% of ICT marketing 
content and collateral never gets used and that 
sales people spend an average of 40 hours 
per month creating their own collateral. 

Likewise, sales people targeted with numbers of 
appointments and proposals can hit those numbers  
but still miss their most important number – their  
sales targets. 

The key takeaway here is to focus on 
outcomes rather than outputs.

The world is divided 
between people who see 

marketing as a cost and people who 
see it as an investment. Every marketeer 

in the world will say that their budget isn’t 
big enough, but they have got to know 

how much to spend; they can’t just spend 
money and not know what’s most effective. 

That’s input/output marketing when all 
that really matters is the outcome

The Marketing Society
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If you’re not aligned to the buyers’ perspectives, you are 
wasting your time 

by Adrian Bridgwater

Famous British and American retailers throughout the years 
are responsible for popularising the “customer is always right” 
expression that we still use today. While this might have served turn 
of the last century department store owners pretty well, today we 
need to take a more intrinsic view of our customers’ perceptions.

Apple founder Steve Jobs once said something related to product 
functionality where he emphasised the higher need to also focus on 
design. This marketing truism has been shown time and time again 
to be right because it is the customer’s perspective of what they think 
a product or service should do that matters more than anything.

Whatever your product or service delivers, however functional 
and fit-for-purpose it is, it also needs to also meet the 
perceived needs of the customers who will buy it.
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If you’re not aligned to the buyers’ perspectives, you are 
wasting your time 

by Adrian Bridgwater

In any business vertical, customers make an involuntary evaluation of a product the first 
time they come into contact with it. There is a sensitivity factor here and it’s just like going 
on a blind date i.e. you will never get a second chance to make a first impression.

We can work industriously to “shape” buyers’ perspectives with marketing, advertising, 
social media and other commercially aligned customer engagement channels, but 
natural human judgment can only be swayed so far. This is another great truism 
and it means that we need to have an accurate level of assessment and insight 
into our target market before we start, or we are indeed wasting our time.

In the age of social media and customer über-awareness, the customer has more power 
than ever. In the near future, customers will be able to say that they don’t need us (the 
supplier) until the community itself decides that a market offering is acceptable.

The customer is in fact still king, perhaps now we just need to modernise our expression 
and say that the “customer’s perception is always right” going forward.
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#HelpMe Action Plan
I want to understand what is and 
isn’t working across my sales and 
marketing
by Dr. Lucy Green 

Objective: Understand what is and isn’t working across my 
sales and marketing in order to create higher quality leads 
and more sales over the next 12 to 24 months.  

Estimate the cost of the problem
Problem Cost/ saving

How much did unused marketing 
output cost me last year?

How much time did my sales people spend 
creating their own collateral over the past 
year? How much did that cost me?
How much of these costs could have 
been saved if my sales and marketing 
teams had common objectives?

TIP 
Ask your sales and 
marketing people 

how they could improve 
their individual and 

team performance with 
shared objectives. 
What would those 

objectives be?
Dr. Lucy Green, 

Business Development 
Specialist
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Outline solution
The best solution will require you to rethink your organisation’s approach towards sales and 
marketing operations. How are these functions managed now? How much time do your sales and 
marketing people spend together improving the quality of prospects, leads and bids? How could 
this time be spent better? 

Resources needed 
  Financial data on marketing spend.  Estimates of unused collateral and time spent by sales creating collateral for themselves.  Development programme to change 

the way sales and marketing work 
together and invest budget.  Customer listening programme or workshop. 

Tasks and actions 

  Adopt a new approach to 

managing sales and marketing 

operations that improves 

alignment of these resources with 

each other and with buyers.

  Improve the return on investment 

in marketing materials by focussing 

on outcomes, not outputs.

  Embrace a different way of listening to 

buyers that creates deeper alignment. 
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I want to make more time for my sales 
people to sell #HelpMe
A salesperson’s role is to sell, so valuing their 
time, addressing their issues and supporting 
their efforts is an investment worth making.

I want to understand how buyers buy #HelpMe
The way buyers buy has fundamentally changed so 
it’s important to understand and assess the pitfalls 
this presents to the unwary sales person.  

I want to beat the competition #HelpMe  

Understanding the competition is crucial to business 
success, but identifying the real competition 
is more complex than most imagine. 

I want to change how sales sell #HelpMe
As a fast moving industry operating in a steadily evolving sales 
environment technology businesses need to adapt to survive.

I want to know how to innovate #HelpMe
Innovation is an industry buzzword we all want to be associated 
with, but what is innovation and how can we apply it practically?

I want to develop my business #HelpMe
How can you ensure your business ideas are on the right 
track and then make the most of them in the marketplace?

I want to recruit the right people #HelpMe
The organisation is evolving as the influx of Generations X, Y, Z 
brings change, challenges and opportunities to businesses.

Titles in this series:
I want to increase the number of my sales 
people meeting quota #HelpMe
By ignoring the unwinnable, aligning with the 
customer, and focusing on actually selling – the 
sales team can set itself up for success.  

I want to increase my sales wins rates #HelpMe
With subtle but significant shifts in what 
customers expect of sales, it’s time to look again 
at sales processes or risk losing business.

I want to educate buyers about my 
specific solutions #HelpMe
Today information is everywhere so it’s crucial 
to make sure customers receive the right facts 
about your offering, and in the right way.

I want to understand what is and isn’t working 
across my sales and marketing #HelpMe
A simple way to improve prospecting is to align 
sales and marketing into a cohesive strategy 
focused on outcomes not outputs.

I want to help sales people bid on 
deals they can win #HelpMe
Although it’s hard to ignore an  
opportunity, the reality is that some  
business is just not worth bidding  
for so it’s best to let it go.
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What does Larato do?
Larato are business development experts. We understand how buyers buy and suppliers compete, helping sales sell 
more. Our team of independent experts are helping businesses win business everyday by bringing marketing and 
communications together with strategy and business development. 

For more details about the data behind these articles or to find out how we can help you, please contact Larato. 

@DrLucyGreen
www.larato.co.uk
+44 (0)3303 132 231
Lucy.Green@larato.co.uk

B2B organizations 
with tightly aligned sales 

and marketing operations 
achieved 24% faster three-year 
revenue growth, and 27% faster 

three year profit growth
Mick Hollison,  

Chief Marketing Officer, InsideSales
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